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Connect your world
with IBM Cloud Private
and Data Science
Experience Local
Master the art of data science using the best open
source tools and IBM expertise
Introduction
Highlights
•

Unifies numerous open source
components and IBM technologies
to provide the tools data science
teams need to do their jobs

•

Offers the benefits of a public cloud
on a security-rich, scalable private
cloud platform

•

Provides flexibility to leverage Data
Science Experience for development
as well as for production in a single
deployment model

Data is all around us, but it’s up to data scientists to turn that data into
something meaningful and valuable. To accomplish this goal, data science
teams must have the right tools at their disposal, including a robust,
integrated platform — and one that may dictate a customer-controlled
and security-rich environment as a result of data sensitivity needs.
IBM® Data Science Experience Local offers a collaborative platform
for data scientists and their teams. IBM Data Science Experience Local
delivered on IBM Cloud Private not only provides the tools data science
teams need but offers the ability to deploy behind their own firewall.
Drawing from across open source and IBM technologies to create value,
IBM Data Science Experience on IBM Cloud Private can help data
science teams become better at what they do.
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Connect almost anything on premises
and in the cloud

Work smarter and faster as a team
IBM Data Science Experience Local provides a platform
that can unify numerous open source components to help data
scientists collaborate with peers on projects to find better
solutions together. They can share their knowledge and code,
help accelerate the advancement of data science for others,
or get input from peers on their own work. Data scientists can
fork their notebooks and share them with the entire community
to demonstrate successful approaches to others or get feedback
on their work.

Through Data Science Experience on IBM Cloud Private,
you can open your existing assets, expertise and processes
to enable a more nimble consumption model that drives
innovation and meets business demands. With containers,
Kubernetes and Cloud Foundry at the base, organizations
can accelerate adoption of container technology as a strategic
building block for increasing application developer productivity
and decoupling teams to enable speed and agility.

In addition, IBM Data Science Experience Local includes
shared data sets and a wealth of tutorials and how-to articles
to help ensure new data scientists and teams have what they
need to get started. Experienced data scientists can also use
these resources to try out new approaches. And because Data
Science Exchange is designed to provide a preconfigured data
science platform out of the box, users don’t have to worry about
performing tasks for installing, setting up and maintaining data
science tools.

And with automated, built-in dashboards and analytics, you
can manage applications and services across multiple clouds
for flexibility and choice. Add in the services needed to do
key functions like connecting APIs and data, while also
monitoring, logging and managing events — and you have
a foundation built for rapidly producing quality code and
accelerating business value.
It’s the best of both worlds — helping enterprises leverage the
power of private cloud to enable new technologies and DevOps
models for new cloud application creation and deployment —
all with a single platform.
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Why IBM Cloud Private?

Greater compliance and management

Built to help you solve problems and advance opportunities
in a world rich with data, IBM Cloud Private can deliver:

•

•

Business innovation
•

•

•

New microservices-based applications to build, deploy
and manage more easily — offering dynamic scalability and
variable demand management
New integrated IBM and open source DevOps tools and
services for code repositories, deployment, test automation
and promotion to production
Virtually seamless integration to IBM Public Cloud —
designed to offer secure access and integration to innovative
technologies including cognitive/AI, Blockchain, IoT
and more

•

Investment protection
•

•

•

Integration
•

•

Capabilities designed to monitor, secure and operate
microservices at scale
Security-rich corporate data and compliance management
with government regulations and/or industry standards
Management, back-up and recovery of data and applications

Ability to preserve or delay risky application changes
by using the next generation of cloud-enabled software
Ability to modernize existing heritage applications while
integrating with new applications
Catalog of software and services to enable developers and
operations teams to more confidently migrate applications
to new versions and the cloud

Ready to try it out?

Ease of access to the platform and other services to
help developers easily integrate within and across
cloud environments
Catalog of services and integration tools to assist developers
on- and off-premises.

Install the cost-free Community Edition of IBM Cloud
Private www.ibm.com/marketing/iwm/dre/signup?source=urx19310&S_PKG=ov60811

For more information
To learn more about IBM and IBM Data Science experience,
visit ibm.com/datascience
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